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CART LIST 2020 
 

The CART List has been updated….  
What is the CART list you ask?  Well if you are 
out riding and your bike has a problem and you 

are in need of someone to help you get it 
home… call these guys they will come get you.  

  
Snohomish:        Ron Fisk 425-870-4174 & Edie 425-
870-4173 
 

Wenatchee:        Gordon and Mary Quehrn (summer)                                 
                                                                                      Arizona (winter) 425-238-2904 
 

Stanwood:           Mark Reeves 425-210-1221 
 

Camano Island:   Dave & Michelle Ballard                             
                                                                                        360-202-0438 or 425-359-0880  
 

Anacortes:           Curtis Ducken 360-202-3864 
 

Snohomish:         Pam and Dick Stewart                                                
                                                           (425) 334-4290   Cell (425) 359-9182   
                                                                                      Snohomish county,    North King                        
                                                               county and Steven’s Pass                                               
  

North Cascade HOG Officers 
2020 

 
 
 

DIRECTOR — MICHAEL GILBERT 
360.739.4451  imaengineer@comcast.net 

 
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR—BRUCE P. SCOTT 

805.471.2897   bpscott921@gmail.com 
 

SECRETARY — DONNA MAE SATHER 
360.873.7455    usmc3250@gmail.com 

 
TREASURER — LEN NORTHROP 

360.224.0370 
 

MEMBERSHIP  — DONNA MAE SATHER 
360.873.7455   usmc3250@gmail.com  

 
HEAD ROAD CAPTAIN—ROGER VALENTINE 

360.941.1436   rogerdale6182@yahoo.com 
 

SAFETY OFFICER — KEITH ALDRICH 
360.708.2600   lektitter@wavecable.com 

 
ACTIVITIES — BOB TISDEL 

425.876.9636     bobt52@hotmail.com 
 

EDITOR — DONI STULL 
425.478.3037  wagnerhill2019@gmail.com 

 
LADIES OF HARLEY—DONNA MAE SATHER 

360.873.7455    usmc3250@gmail.com 
 

HISTORIAN — JERRY KEATING 
jerrywa1234@comcast.net 

 
PHOTOGRAPHER—JACK ROBINSON 

360.393.7069    jrs42ply@yahoo.com 
 

WEBMASTER — JEANNIE GILBERT 
360.303.2807    Jeannie.gilbert@gmail.com 

 
CHAPLAINS—MARK & PAM 

425-210-1221   markr@railmakersnw.com 
 

PATCHES—RICK LEESON 
360.319.5796    blacksmithrick@aol.com 

 
BLOOPER AWARDS—KEN LEE 
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THE MESSAGE CONTINUES... 
 

As the newly appointed director of the North Cascade Hog chapter. I thought I 
would open with a message  from your chapter’s management. The people who 
are working extremely hard to shape the future of our chapter. Where are we 
now, and how much longer must we wait before we can all be together.  

At this time, phase one does not allow any group to gather outside of 
household groups. This is currently planned to end by the end of the month; 
God willing.  

Let’s assume that phase two will start for the rest of us by the first of June. This 
still mandates no more than a group of five to meet.  We will be into phase three 
when things may start to resemble a normal state, since a group of 50 may then 
gather for a short period of time and possibly only once a month. Until this 
phase begins the management team will be meeting in a virtual setting. If the 
numbers are adjusted from five to possible ten then the board will have a 
chance of gathering Vis-a`-vis to conduct chapter business before phase 
three.   

Now, looking back for the past two months. I cannot believe how much the 
world has changed. Just 2 months ago we moved freely about the area, 
connected with friends and family. We engaged in personal and professional 
activities. What an entirely different place we are in now. One would never have 
imagined the world we now live in. I am especially proud of what the staff and 
membership have been able to accomplish in this time of unbelievable turmoil. I 
have asked everyone to keep in mind two words: Patience and flexibility.   

Everything we know is constantly changing. This will pass and soon my friends 
we will be riding and gathering again as our HOG family comes together. If you 
or someone you know that is a HOG member in need of help, please share your 
concerns with the chapter staff listed on the web site. They in turn will share 
your concerns with the management team at our next online meeting. If this 
cannot wait, please share your concerns with me and I will advise the chapter of 
the issue and solicit  guidance from the group for a suggested course of 
action.      

  Until we meet again….. 
             Michael  
             nchdirector.mg@gmail.com 
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These are certainly;  unprecedented 
times….. 
 

 For me, I haven't seen this much 
‘whatever’ since the 60s and the Civil 
Rights movement and the Vietnam War 
protests. But that is just me. It was 
during that time I began to ride a two-
wheeled vehicle that I did not have to 
pedal. 
 

That brings me to the subject of this 
month's newsletter article. You've heard 
the safety suggestions and our limited 
meeting and ride schedule. So, this 
month, I would like us to reflect and 
remember our early motorcycle days, 
when perhaps times were just a little bit 
less complicated. 
 

My first ride was on a neighborhood 
Honda 50. I don't know to whom it 
belonged (probably five fingers 
appropriated, but my buddy Mike and I 
rode it around, day or night, without a 
helmet. Somehow I survived. My next 
bike was still another Honda, an S90,  
and I rode it all around, day or night, this 
time with a helmet. This was a good 
thing because I seemed to crash much 
more.   

1969 brought me a Honda CB160  that I 
rode all around, day or night, with a 
better helmet this time. This was the ride 
that almost killed me on a warm Tulsa 
summer night when a car of drunk 
classmates decided they wanted to make 
their right hand from their left lane. The 
helmet saved my life, but considering I 
was only wearing cutoff shorts and a 
fishnet tank top, I took road rash to a 
new level. 

 

By the time my Army service and        
education was over, I went with a Yamaha 
650XSG.  This bike took me farther and 
longer than before. An especially 
memorable trip was a four-state camping 
and fishing trip through KS, MO, AR, and 
OK. I kept that bike through the years, 
women, moves, and lean times. 
 

At some point I wanted the quintessential 
American bike and the Harley Davidson 
2003 Super Glide was my choice. Never a 
ticket or accident, lots of miles and great 
memories. I rode it for 11 years.  
 

A need for a more comfortable touring bike 
in retirement took me to my newly found 
Skagit Harley dealership and a used 2015 
Road Glide Special, essentially the bike of 
my dreams. I don't think, (actually I know,) I 
would never buy a different Harley model. 
 
Within the first year  ‘My Little Heater’ took 
me to my first FBR Thompson Falls ride and 
on to eastern Oklahoma, a 5,300 mile 
odyssey with, well, just lots of stories for 
another time. It has provided me with the 
most joyous, and tragic, rides of my 
life.  I'm now good with it again. Just in time 
with better insurance, great weather, and a 
lockdown on some kind of Pretzel Logic. 
 

These are my memories and motivations to 
ride, either alone or within the scattered 
groups in which we find ourselves. Ride 
when you feel it is safe, and also, healthy. 
 

A Harley can be the greatest social-
distancer when you want to “twist off any 
minute.”   
 

Be careful out there and have fun. 
 

                 ~~B.P. Scott 
                    Assistant Director 

STRANGE DAYS INDEED 
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To set the scene…….. 
In the mid 50’s my dad rode an Indian motorcycle. Dad would give me rides as a special treat which put the 
two wheel bug into the back of my brain. 

Back in 1960 a motorcycle license did not exist in Arizona (or anywhere else).  Helmets were unheard of.  All 
we needed to ride was an Arizona tuxedo - a pair of levis and a t-shirt.  If you had a driver’s license (age 16) 
one could ride Harleys, BSA’s Triumph’s, and all others. 

At fourteen one could ride the Cushman and Mustang scooters to high school as long as they produced no 
more than stock (as I recall) 5-horsepower. However, many scooters were bored out producing 8 horsepower 
in their day, but law enforcement people never got excited over the modification. 

Both the Cushman and Mustang bikes had kick start motors. The Cushman had a two-speed drive. While the 
Mustang had an actual 4-speed transmission. 

Links to bike pictures if one is interested. 

https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=1961+Mustang+Motorcycle&FORM=RESTAB 

https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=cushman+scooters&qpvt=cushman+scooters&FORM=IQFRML 

 I purchased a Mustang scooter and the owner delivered to my parent’s home. Once delivered,  owner briefly 
explained how to start, turn fuel on & off, gear shift pattern, and general operating information (condensed 
safety course for the times).  

The neighborhood consisted of typical track homes built from concrete block with nice paved streets and 
sidewalks running through the subdivision. At the time this was a new subdivision on the edge of town. All 
the homes sat on a 60’ by 100’ lot with a nice front yard and a great back yard. The front had a concrete drive 
from the street into the carport which mirrored the homes on the other side of the street. 

No people or cars in sight, so I could not resist the urge to take my first ride. I started the bike which was 
aimed down the drive toward the street. Sitting on the bike, I pulled the clutch and put it into low gear. 
Started to let clutch out and to my surprise bike lurched forward throwing me backwards. This caused me to 
twist throttle open as I was hanging on for dear life. Bike did a non-requested wheelie and in the blink of an 
eye I was headed out of control across the street going up the drive into the neighbor’s house. 

Luck smiled on me that day and somehow bike came to a stop before impacting neighbor’s house. Managed 
to gain control of myself and bike through no skill on my part. Pushed bike back home, changed underwear, 
and took a long needed break. 
 

                         Lets Ride! 
                                   ~~~Rick 
      

MY FIRST SCOOTER 
A big Thank you to Rick Leeson for this witty narrative of his first “love”…. 
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I Get By With A Little Help From My Friends…. 
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Wow! May has been a busy month for me. Welcoming a new granddaughter April 23, coupled 
with ensuring regional Costco's have their needs met with on time delivers from the trucking 
company I work for has kept me on the run.  Kaileigh Maxine weighed in @ 9# 3oz....way to 
go mom! She was met with frantic joy by her three older sisters.  My son is now learning the 
challenges of managing 5 women and their specific needs. I just love saying that!   

Happy Trails….Donna Mae Sather  

SECRETARY STUFF 
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ON THE ROAD WITH 
ROGER~~ 
 

I wish I had the good 
news of sanctioned Hog 
rides, but hopefully we 
will have some soon! 
 

Until then, here are some 
reasons why motorcycle 
riding is good for you: 
 

1. Passion 
2. Freedom 
3. Friendship 
4. Brotherhood 
5. Stress buster 
6. Improves mental health 
7. Improves physical health 
8. Fun 
9. Cool image 
10. Wheels of God ( scenery) 
 

Riding has it's benefits. that make you healthier by 
building your knees and thighs while building  
your core strength also. It help you burn calories, 
improve neck strength, and gives you a very  
good mental outlook. While riding it connects the 
world around you if you give it chance. You meet  
some really great people on the road while 
traveling, and guess what...the motorcycle is 
usually the start of the conversation.  
 

Keep riding and enjoy life as long as you can! 

                      ~~Roger 

SAFETY WITHIN 
A \MESSAGE FROM Chaplain Mark~~~~ 

 

SIGNS OF SPRING 
 As with all of  you, I am tired of  Covid, 
sheltering, not visiting g’pa, no restaurants 
etc.. 
Then as I was plowing the back acres, I 
spotted Pam and Luna “hunting” cats.  As I 
pondered the back story of  the picture; 
Which is that 55 plus years ago Pam was 
walking the same field, same spot, on some 
adventure when she was a small girl...It 
reminded me we will face tough times, but we 
will get through them… 
 

         ...and life continues its cycle. 

    Hoping to see you soon, 
           ~~Mark 
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THANKS AGAIN TO LEN NORTHROP FOR ANOTHER COOL                                                                   
HARLEY-DAVIDSON  BRAIN-TEASER! 

ANSWERS:     ACROSS 2) Flat, 4) Pan, 5) Vtwin, 8) Milwaukeeeight, 9) Shovel  DOWN 1) Knucklehead, 3) Twincam, 6) Fhead,     
7) Revolution, 10) Evo. 



WHAT DO MOTORCYCLISTS NEED                           
TO KNOW THIS SUMMER? 

The following article was written by Michael Riley, Director of Sales at AAA Washington for 
the May/June issue of “Journey Puget Sound.”  It has been reprinted with permission. 
 
For more than thirty years, liability insurance has been required for Washington car and 
truck drivers.  Surprisingly, motorcycles were exempt from the law. 
 

This created unfair situations when uninsured motorcyclists crashed and caused property 
damage or injuries to others.  Drivers hit  by uninsured motorcyclists often had to pay out 
of  their own pockets for crash related expenses—even though it wasn't their fault—unless 
they had a significant amount of  uninsured motorist coverage on their own policy. 
 

After a handful of  failed attempts. A new law to require motorcyclists to carry liability 
coverage finally passed and took effect in July 2019. 
 

This means motorcyclists now face more questions.  Shopping for motorcycle insurance can 
be tricky compared to car insurance. Motorcycle insurance is more of  a niche product, so 
the level of  knowledge and quality of  coverage can vary greatly between providers. 
 

While a policy from one insurer may offer state-minimum liability limits and only cover 
your bike’s base value, another may provide the custom coverage a motorcycle enthusiast 
truly requires.  This could be additional uninsured motorist coverage, personal injury 
protection, plus added coverage for pricey customizations, high tech headsets, safety 
equipment like helmets, gloves, leathers or Kevlar outerwear, and so much more. 
 

No matter which policy you choose, you'll need to carry proof  of  insurance in case you are 
in an accident or get pulled over.  You're allowed to display proof  of  coverage using your 
Smartphone in every state except New Mexico, and while Canadian provinces are moving 
in the same direction, Great Britain is not there yet. 
 

Speaking of  liability, Washington law says you're out of  luck if  the officer drops and 
damages your phone, so it may still be safest to stash your old-fashioned card in a 
saddlebag. 
                                  Stay Safe my friends…….Keith A. Safety Officer 
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A Message from North Cascades 
Harley-Davidson… 
 

 

Angie joined us for our NCHOG Zoom Officers meeting on May 29th 

(Minutes from that meeting are on page 15) with the following update: 
   

In compliance with the guidelines set forth by Governor Insley, North 

Cascades Harley-Davidson is now open regular hours by appointment for 

sales and service. We understand the inconvenience of pre-arranging your 

visit and ask for your understanding in that it will help us be better able to 

keep our staffing levels proportionate to our customer needs.   We 

apologize for any difficulty this may cause, and we want to thank you  for 
your continued support.   
 

Additionally there will be hand washing stations and latex gloves 

available...and we would appreciate it if you wear a mask.   
 

At the present moment, our customers health and safety is our main 

concern, and as such we are currently not making plans for any events for 

the remainder of the year. 
 

~~We look forward to seeing you all soon...your NCHD Family 
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This month we will explore one of the motor company’s endeavors in development that was 
abandoned long ago.  I speak of Harley-Davidson’s stillborn “Nova” models.*   The time is 1980 and 
for that era these motorcycles were considered quite progressive and forward thinking along while 
being flamboyant and extravagant at the same time.  In hindsight it is likely that building the Nova 
models may very well have caused the demise of the Motor Company.  The powers that were, the 
corporate big shots, decision makers and bean counters decided to stay the current course, develop 
and launch what would become known as the Evo and let the current generation (baby boomers) carry 
the company to new heights in success and profits. 
Remember, the late 60’s and 70’s, the era of the pan and shovel heads and associated “issues”, there 
was intense competition from Japan both in styling and performance.  I will not go into the AMF saga 
though to this day there are still many that think dearly of the motorcycles that came from those years.  
However, it is also true that those were not the “glory years” of engineering, design or hardware 
especially when compared to other motorcycles that were available.  To be sure, the Harley-Davidson 
base has always remained strong and loyal and for many good reasons. 
Well, with all the competition from the Japan products Harley embarked on 5 years of development 
and many millions of dollars to design and build what essentially was a clone of something the big 
shots including the AMF president knew was already in production it other countries and would soon 
be in the states en masse AND at a price point that would be tough to match. 

 
The Nova Project led to developments of a range of liquid-
cooled, multi-cylindered engines ranging from 500 to 
1000 cc’s.  At one-point Harley contracted with Porsche 
for advice on the design of a high-performance liquid-
cooled engine.  (Side note: Porsche was also involved in 
the development of the V-Rod in the early 2000’s).  As the 
project progressed it brought what would become the 
Evolution engine in 
1983.  At the time 
AMF had deep 
pockets and 
supplied enormous 

financial support to allow for the hiring of lots of new people 
and allowing for major upgrades in the manufacturing process 
and the product. 
In the end it boiled down to two options:  Harley had to stay 
with the Evolution V-twin or build the Nova.  With new 
management at AMF money was getting harder for 
development and it became clear that the Motor Company 
could not do both.  As we all know, Harley stayed with the Evo 
movement.   

HISTORICAL VIEWS 
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They struggled mightily in the early 80’s with some design issues and trying to overcome some 
problems from the past related to quality and such.  Harley survived those tough years and by the mid-
80’s sales improved along with quality concerns.  New models were introduced such as the Evo-
powered Sportster and the Softail/Heritage models. 
 

Then the baby boomers came out of the woodwork!  Harley’s sales, brand image and financial 
strength became huge! 
So, the morale of the story…….with hindsight always right………the decision to forego the Nova 
Project and focus resources on the Evolution that led to the Motor Company’s amazing success for 
years to come was obviously the right one.  Thank goodness! 
Ride safe and enjoy our God given beautiful world. 
 
~Jerry Keating, Historian 
 
*Authors Note:  June 2020 Historian contribution derives its content from the February 2020 issue of Thunder Press.  As most know this is THE 
JOURNAL OF THE AMERICN V-TWIN COMMUNITY. And thanks to Brother Stan for sharing this issue with me. 

LADIES 
OF 

HARLEY 
MEETS 

3RD 
TUESDAY 
OF EACH 
MONTH 

 
Next meeting to 
be determined as 

soon as we get the 
“all clear!!!” 

 
~Donna Mae 
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YOUR OFFICERS AT WORK….. 
 

Officers Meeting Via Zoom 05/28/2020 
 

Meeting began at 6PM with Mike, BP, Donna Mae, Len, Doni, Jerry, Jeannie and Angie in 
attendance.  
 

Topics covered: 
 General meeting start-up date:  waiting for H-D dealership permission based on current 
state recommendations for gatherings.  Discussion of a secondary way to meet with smaller 
groups was brought up.  Depending on the directive from H-D ownership a blast will be sent 
out helping members understand next steps for meeting. 
 News Letter  release:  As usual you should be seeing your newsletter before what would 
normally be our monthly meeting for June. 
 H-D Dealership hours:  open for business however asking everyone to use the hand wash 
station located outside the service department before entering the store.  Also gloves are 
offered if you're shopping for garments as well as disposable caps for trying on helmets.  
 Website options:  we are still exploring alternatives for the website and email host however 

no changes will be made without membership consideration.  

 

Respectfully Submitted, Donna Mae Sather, Secretary 
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You KNOW YOU GOT EM!.... 
Vintage pictures of your first ride…. 

Guys with your long hair, Gals with your hip huggers 
or your ‘70s paisley shirts and Fro’s 

Zoot Suits?  Pantaloons?  Spats? 
 

Maybe you were an Easy Rider/Peter Fonda? 
James Dean, Circa 1955? 

Sonny Barger? 
George McFly? 

Whatever your style or bike…..we would love to see a  pic! 

Send in your photos for the July Issue of the NCHOG Newsletter 

Share a story about it if you would like 

All submission will be in the Newsletter and   

you will be entered into a raffle for some really cool stuff! 

Scan or email photo by June 27th to wagnerhill2019@gmail.com 



Here’s all the COOL STUFF that will resume                    
as soon as we get the “all clear!”  

HOG TROUGH 
Hog Trough Dinners are usually held once a 
month with surprise locations announced in 
advance.   Each months dinner locations vary 
in menu and location making it pretty easy to 
get out of the house and spend some kick-
back time with other members.  
 
Do you have a favorite neighborhood eatery 
to suggest?  One that would handle and 
welcome a larger, sometimes somewhat 
rowdy,  group?  
Let us know!  
See you there! 

 
 

NCHOG MEETING 
 

First Sunday meeting is at  American Legion in 
Sedro-Woolley.  Meeting starts at 10 am.  

Doors open at 8:30am with the kind folks from 
the Legion preparing an excellent breakfast 
including all the good stuff, coffee and juice 

for a great price!  Hang out before the meeting 
and catch up with each other!  

 

OFFICERS MEETING 
The Officer meetings generally occur the 

Tuesday before the general meeting at 5:30pm.  
Location is Foothills Toyota.  Check the 

calendar for the exact dates.  Any member is 
welcome to sit in at the Officers Meeting.   

Keep your eye on the Newsletter for when 
we will next be able to meet! 

LADIES OF      
HARLEY 

A get-together for the ladies each 
month!  

LOH Officer - Donna Mae Sather               
Third Tuesday of each month, we meet 
in the back room at Bob’s Burgers & 
Brew for camaraderie and good food.    

 

HEY!!  Make sure you 
join NCHOG’s   

Facebook group at  
 

facebook.com/groups/nchog 
This is where you can stay in touch with 

group activities, member comments and see 
pictures that have been submitted.  It’s easy 

to log on to Facebook and so it’s easy to stay 
up to date with chapter postings!  Try 

it……..you’ll like it!! 
 

and while you are clicking 
around and surfing 

around….visit our website: 
 

www.northcascadeshog.com 


